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OFFICE FURNITURE SYSTEMS



• CMW panels are acoustical and tackable as a standard, using Compatico TAAC™ panels

•  CMW panels offer a patent-pending “PolyStax design”, allowing the system to be  
easily field expanded from one height to another height all the way up to standard  
ceiling height, and therefore offering a floor-to-ceiling office design option.

•  CMW panels come with USA Byrne Electric (newest and safest technology vs Asian  
post patent copied electrical systems.) Electrical system comes with a 10 year  
warranty and $5MM liability coverage

• CMW is built to BIFMA and UL specifications

•  CMW products are painted with powder coat material  
using a DuPont formula to reduce nicks and scratches.

•  CMW is GSA approved and made in the USA.

•  CMW comes with a lifetime warranty for component parts.  
Note: 5 years on moveable parts and 3 years on fabrics.

•  CMW panel electrical is designed with patented snap-in wire harnesses for easy installation.

•  CMW PolyStax stackers are available in 5 heights and 6 widths and come in fabric,  
laminate, frosted, smoked, and clear acrylic, as well as whiteboard options.

•  Universal single design panel to panel hardware connection. 
1. No additional parts (e.g. connectors of varying heights and shapes) 
2. All panel to panel angles are possible which is better for re-purposing

•  Panel base raceway is flush, which is a more current modern design.

•  Panel to panel drop height connector is simple steel connection - not a plastic variable height strip.

•  Flush raceway is metal versus textured plastic for quality impression.

•  Flush raceway nests against wall as opposed to bulbous base of AO.

•  CMW comes with full height doors and sliding doors.

SIMPLE AND FUNCTIONAL



EMPOWERED PEOPLE WHO PERFORM

CMW IS 
VERSATILE

Our simplified structure leads to greater empowerment of our people, 
so they are more motivated to perform at the highest level for our 
customers.  Because our employees feel greater ownership for their area of 
responsibility, they also stay with us longer, raising the level of knowledge 
and expertise you’ll receive when you specify CMW by Compatico.

MULTIPLE PANEL 
OPTIONS
CMW panels are available with a fabric covered hard 
surface, tackable and acoustical, laminate, white 
board, and glazed options - including clear, frosted 
and smoked. It also comes in paint finishes that match 
or are compatible with Steelcase® colors. Standard 
finishes include: BU (Black Umber), HF (Innertone 
Light), MT (Medium Tone), WD (White Wonder), MS 
(Metallic Silver). Special finishes also available.
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Fabrics (Guilford of Maine):
Deep Water 2334/2335-2051
Angora 2334/2335-2035
Surface: Pionite Suede (WK041)
Finish: White Wonder (WD)



A NEW, COMPLETE OFFICE 
FURNITURE SYSTEM  
Compatico Movable Wall (CMW) is a new complete office furniture system designed to 
stand alone, be interchangeable with, or work in tandem with the Steelcase™ Avenir® 
panel system. CMW is produced and supported by Compatico, a company whose 
commitment to BEST TOTAL VALUE is unsurpassed in the office furniture industry.

SERVICE THAT’S MORE 
THAN A DEPARTMENT
Customer Service isn’t a department at Compatico. It is a principle that is at the core of 
everything we do for our customers. You’ll benefit from this philosophy when your order 
is specified, priced, ordered, financed, and shipped. Our people work to solve your office 
system challenges as if they were their own. 

AN AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE
From TAAC® to hard surface panels, 8 wire/4 circuit to 5 wire/3 circuit UL listed electrical. 
From domestic storage to value imported. From graded laminates to Advantage Value 
selections. The Compatico Team will work with you to meet any space plan and budget target.



QUALITY VENDORS ADD 
TO QUALITY SERVICE
The longevity and expertise of our staff cultivates strong and lasting relationships with our 
vendors. Solid alliances with suppliers allow us to overcome obstacles more quickly, solve 
problems more effectively, and negotiate greater cost savings for you.  

Panel features a mid-height top cap 
with a knockout that allows for data 
and communication cabling.

Pedestals are available in standard 
colors. They are configured with 
box/file, box/box/file, or file/file, and 
can be work surface supporting, 
freestanding or mobile. “S” 
pedestals include drawer dividers 
and a pencil tray insert.

Standard work surfaces have durable, 
high pressure laminate surfaces. They are 
available in a variety of colors and wood 
grains with complimenting 3mm edge 
banding, special profile and thermo fused 
edge details are also available.

Leg supports for work surfaces come 
painted to match your finish selection. 
They are offered in a range of single 
and double, basic and design options. 
All options can be adjusted up or 
down to address floor irregularities. 

Paper management is designed
to create added workspace for the 
office environment. Paper trays 
and sorter trays, binder bins, CD 
and pencil holders create a more 
efficient workspace.

Full glazed panels are available 
with clear, smoked or frosted 
acrylic. Partial glazed panels are 
also available.  Glazed panels are 
assembled in widths of 24”, 30”, 36” 
or 48”, and in many heights, using 
our CMW PolyStax designs.



Tailor work spaces to fit individual needs with a complete assortment of storage options. Pedestals, 
lateral files, file centers, and vertical storage components come with various drawer front designs. Choose 
overhead flipper storage with fabric or painted metal fronts, and open shelves with high or low ends.

Tower storage cabinets are 
a new CMW option. They 
are available in a variety of 
configurations including a 
wardrobe with cabinet/box/
box/file, bookcases, and 2-door 
storage cabinets. Radius and 
square edges with corresponding 
pulls offer you the style that fits 
your workspace. The  LL Series 
lock allows you to key alike with 
other Compatico components.

File centers are work surface 
supporting. They come in standard 
colors. They can be configured as 
a box/box/file/lateral, file/file/lateral 
or lateral/lateral.

Newly designed side rails are 
available in either plastic or 
aluminum.  Panels feature a 
standard tackable surface in 53” 
and 65” heights.

Overhead storage units can be 
fabric covered or metal. Metal 
flippers feature door fronts that 
can recede or go over the top. 
LL Series locks allow you to key 
alike with other components.

Compatico electrical comes in 8 
wire/4 circuit or 5 wire/3 circuit. All 
are UL listed in our CMW systems.



POLYSTAX WALL SYSTEMS



Member of
Green Suppliers Network
www.greensuppliers.gov

POLYSTAXTM  
BENEFITS
Include PolyStax on your new 
system or add to an existing  
panel environment.

•     The CMW PolyStax stacker is 
attractive, easy to install and provides 
more options  for your ever changing 
office design needs.

•  Create a segmented look for your 
office and stay within budget.

•  Update your monolithic panels  
with the segmented look.

•  Remove, replace, interchange 
depending on your needs.

•   CMW PolyStax is mechanically 
fastened with Compatico’s 
patent-pending technology saving 
hours on labor.

•  Take your 2” CMW panels to the ceiling 
with the PolyStax C-Wall™ system.

•   Use our multiple stax options, acrylic 
clear, smoked, frosted, marker board, 
laminate, tackable acoustical fabric to 
build a new look around your office.

Fabrics (Guilford of Maine):
Champagne 2967-010
Azure 2967-05
Surface: Frosty White (WA1573.60)
Finish: White Wonder (WD)



CREATE A SEGMENTED LOOK AT AN EXCEPTIONAL PRICE!
Stack one PolyStax or stack to the ceiling.

REMOVE | REPLACE | INTERCHANGE
with the Unique Patent-Pending T-bone Bracket
With four easy steps the CMW PolyStax unit is quickly and easily installed to existing panel(s).  

Step 1.  Remove top cap and channel
Step 2.  Place the PolyStax joiner and stacker on the donor panel
Step 3.  Screw the PolyStax onto the donor panel and attach to any adjacent panels 
Step 4.  Re-attach channel and top cap to the newly attached PolyStax unit

To maintain OEM standar heights - New panel height desired:

53” = 41” existing panel + 11” stacker
65” = 53” existing panel + 12” stacker
65” = 41” existing panel + 23” stacker
65” = 41” existing panel + 11” stacker + 12” stacker
80” = 53” existing panel + 28” stacker
80” = 65” existing panel + 15” stacker
80” = 41” existing panel + 11” stacker + 28” stacker
80” = 41” existing panel + 15” stacker + 23” stacker
80” = 53” existing panel + 12” stacker + 15” stacker

Note:  Any combination of PolyStax heights may be used per your  

design needs allowing for various alternative overall height options. 
Full end cap is included on factory assembled panels. 

CMW Stacker (T L)-01

CMW Stacker-T

CMW Stacker-L

CMW Stacker (T L)-01

CMW Stacker-T

CMW Stacker-L

CMW Stacker (X)-01

CMW Stacker-X

PolyStax “X” connectionPolystax stacker assembly Polystax “L” connection Polystax “T” connection

Note: 120º and 135º connections also available.



BUILD A NEW LOOK WITH MULTIPLE STACKER OPTIONS
PolyStax units are available in eight different surface material options.  Introduce 
different fabrics, marker board, acrylic windows (clear, smoked, frosted) and open 
pass-thru stackers to your office environment. 

Marker Board Open Pass-Through Glass (Clear/Smoked/Frosted)Laminate
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FLOOR-TO-CEILING OPTION
The CMW PolyStax can be stacked to the ceiling, giving you added flexibility. 

• Creates a flush, aesthetically-pleasing and structural wall

• Easily connects to solid or grid ceilings at any height 

• Ceiling track package has three simple parts: ceiling track, 
shrouds and end caps for quick installation

• Available in Standard finishes include: BU (Black Umber), HF (Innertone Light),  
MT (Medium Tone), WD (White Wonder), MS (Metallic Silver). 

• Standard and optional finishes are available, call Compatico Project Management  
to determine upcharges and lead times CMW Ceiling Track Details-01
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5005 Kraft Ave. SE Suite A  |  Grand Rapids, MI 49512
P:  800.336.1772  |  F:  616.940.1040
www.compatico.com  |  www.compaticoparts.com  |  www.hushtiles.com

www.facebook.com/CompaticoInc
www.twitter.com/compaticogr

www.linkedin.com/company/compatico


